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Executive summary
In a world where the revolution is breakneck speed, the only thing that is important is to provide better solutions to problems in current technologies to
make life easier for users. GOOS Finance is one of the biggest solutions in blockchain technology. Developed to be interoperable, being available in
any blockchain, GOOS Finance offers a set of unprecedent products. Going from GOOSPAY an on-ramp, off-ramp solution offering the possibility to
buy cryptocurrency using any payment method with a focus on cash payments and the option to withdraw converting your cryptocurrency directly to
cash or fiat in the Bank account. To GOOSCASH, a secure, easy to use, fast and decentralized wallet, where investors can interact with any blockchain
and at the same time are able to send receive cryptocurrencies and participate in Decentralized Finance.

One of the things cryptocurrency users are looking for is profit, make money through investments, GOOS Finance through its launchpad GOOSPAD, offers
to any investor ranging from the shopkeeper with an investment of 10 dollar to a successful crypto investor the possibility to invest in low-cap gem with
high potential.
GOOS Finance will offer many possibilities of investment, through our Staking, Farming, and lending/borrowing protocol, users can easily make a profit
by depositing their coins.
Our greatest and innovative solution is to facilitate on-ramp and off-ramp operations adding cash a main way to interact with cryptocurrencies.
With GOOSPAY, investors will be able to buy cryptocurrencies using cash or any local payment method.
To sum-up we bring to the market the possibility to transform crypto in cash and cash in crypto with just few clicks.

What we stand for
GOOS Finance Mission
Build Defi products that allow people around the world to have equal access to the blockchain technology. Our
mission is to empower unbanked people to participate in worldwide revolutionary network.
We believe that one of the key roles of cryptocurrencies in the digital age is to facilitate transactions and serve
as a frictionless and secure payment method with broad acceptance.
We believe current payment platforms are lacking the necessary features to drive unbanked and underbank
people adoption.

GOOS Finance Vision
Our vision is to create an ecosystem that empowers people with any financial status to have access to
decentralised finance by providing accessible and necessary tools and services unlike their financial power.

Whether it’s being able to buy or withdraw any cryptocurrency using local payment methods, sending and
receiving cryptocurrencies from friends and family or business partners, or taking part in earnings programs, we
strive to provide our users with the services they need to participate in decentralized finance.

What we stand for
GOOS Finance Values
●

Safety

●

Community

●

Inclusiveness

GOOS Finance is a community that is working towards a better future. We are building
products that everyone in the community uses. GOOSPAY our on-ramp off-ramp
solution is an interoperable product that can be integrated in any Decentralized
platform.

Problem
Despite the industrial disruption and technological advances that blockchain provides, one area that is still largely
untapped is buying digital assets using cash or can withdraw cash directly from cryptocurrencies even when we
don’t have credit cards or Bank account.
This is especially relevant for the developing countries. Hundreds of millions of people there lack access even
to the basic banking services, therefore 80% of economical transactions are made in cash.
According to Global Findex Database << more than 20% of adults globally receive wages or government
transfers in cash, and many people in developing countries pay bills in cash>>. There is around 1.7 billion of
unbanked people around the world.
At the same time, the rise of blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies has finally created the possibility for
potentially anyone on the planet to send and receive funds without the permission of any entity, using currencies
that cannot be manipulated.
Wouldn’t it be amazing if we could give opportunity to these population to integrate the blockchain digital assets
using their cash? This is the problem GOOS Finance is trying to solve with GOOS inclusive set of products.
All actual DEFi on-ramp off-ramp solutions such as Moonpay, Ramp, Simplex or Centralised exchanges, offers the
possibility to buy digital asset using most repent payments methods (Bank transfers, credit card, applePay,
Googlepay, paypal…etc).

Solution
P

Our approach to bringing crypto technology and DeFi to the masses primarily consists in empowering other
projects, businesses, organizations, and communities to adopt crypto usage and decentralized finance
(DeFi).
This is achieved by providing a set of financial products which allows people around the world to buy and
manage their digital asset using all types of payment methods with a focus on cash.
● GOOSPAY is an on-ramp and off-ramp solution allowing investors to buy cryptocurrencies with cash or any
local payment method at their disposal. At the same time investors will be able to transfer into cash/fiat any
accepted digital asset (cryptocurrency).
● GOOSPAD the Launchpad of GOOS Finance will be an inclusive tool offering the possibility to GOOS
Finance community to invest in new assets with high potential.
● GOOSCASH the Wallet of GOOS Finance, will offer to everyone the possibility to manage his digital
asset in a very simple way and be able to earn from holding digital assets.

Products and Services
GOOS Finance is a set of financial Products:
GOOS Finance will be offering four products
rolled out over the next 24 months

I. GOOSPAY
The initial product offered by GOOS Finance is the on-ramp of-ramp solution. An
interface that offers to anyone the possibility to buy or withdraw cryptocurrencies from
any local method:
We will build a partnership with individuals and local shops across the world to bring
to unbanked and underbanked people the possibility to buy or withdraw digital assets
using cash.
This will include methods such as:
●
●

Cash deposit/withdrawal at a retailer shop
Mobile money

●
●
●
●
●

Post office deposit
Cash deposit/withdrawal in the Bank
Bank transfers
Credit cards
Etc…

●

Business Model
The business model of GOOSPAY is to provide to anyone the possibility to buy cryptocurrencies with
cash or cashback from cryptocurrencies. The process is simple and will involve individual as well as
small business units:

●

Direct customers:
Direct customers will be able to connect to GOOSPAY solution directly on our webpage/app or any other
DAPP that have integrated GOOSPAY. The customer will make his order filling in all needed information.

●

The customer will fill in the wallet to which he wants the cryptocurrency to be sent.

●

He will have to be KYC verified

●

The customer will have the choice of the payment method. All payment methods will be integrated
in our solution going from payment via:
○

Cash

○

Credit card

○
○

Electronic money transfer
Bank transfer,

○

Post payments

○

Deposit in the Bank account

○

And more other local payment method etc….

●

For cash payment/withdrawal: the customer will have to choose
an available partner from which he would like to withdraw or
deposit money from. We will work with partners going from
small retailers to individuals on Uber business model

●

After order confirmation, the customer will receive an
email/SMS with all details regarding the payment or
withdrawal.

●

Once payment done for payment cases, the system will
automatically transfer the cryptocurrency purchased to the
mentioned wallet.

●

For withdrawal, after the received of the cryptocurrency, an email
will be generated to the customer with details on where to pick up
his cash for cash withdrawals, for other methods action will be
automatically taken by the system.

GOOSPAY
Platform

GOOSPAY
API
DAPPS

Retailer

GOOSPAY Concept
GoosPAY is a payment and money transfer platform using blockchain technology to achieve low fee. Our solution will allow
people to withdraw money from their crypto having many options and mainly cash and bank deposit. At the same time
investors will have the possibility to buy digital assets with their cash, bank transfer, credit card or any other money transfer
platform such as MoneyGram, Westernunion or mobile money. All this in a decentralized system.

1. Decentralized system

In cities where Goospay operates, we will sign contracts with affiliates and partners. Affiliates and partners can be any person
willing to handle transactions and gain some fee for participating in our ecosystem.
Transactions to be handle here can be grouped into two categories:
✓ Give fiat to crypto sellers
❖ Bank deposit or transfer on a desired bank account of our crypto seller
❖ Cash pay-out to crypto seller who choose to withdraw in cash
✓ Collect fiat from crypto buyer
❖ The partner can collect cash from a customer who would like to buy crypto
❖ Receive bank transfer from crypto buyer
❖ Collect cash from transfer company such as MoneyGram, westernunion mobile money….etc

Partners and affiliates are compensated by a portion of the fees received from users,
By keeping it decentralized, fee stay very low for end-users.
✓ Difference with the peer-to-peer decentralized exchanges
With goospay system, partners and affiliates handling transactions don’t have to hold digital assets (cryptocurrencies).
You can just earn income from handling transaction and do not have to take the risk linked to holding the cryptocurrency.

2. A solution based on three (3) Smart contracts

Three smart contracts will be developed and matched together to have the complete transaction
❖ Initial smart contract
The initial smart contract is form between Goospay and the customer willing to make an action whether he would like to
purchase a digital asset (NFT, crypto…) or he would like to sell it.
In this case the customer will login to his wallet and interact with goospay solution for those using directly goospay platform or
Goospay API in for customers going through a DEX. The customer initiates the action he would like.
Buyers would indicate:
✓ The digital asset they want to purchase
✓ The amount
✓ The payment method (stable coin, cash, bank deposit, credit card, mobile money…)
✓ The preferred partner (partners and affiliates list will be presented to the customer based on the location
where the transaction needs to be performed, the amount (partners will have limitation based on the
deposit) and the payment method chosen)

Once all above mentioned information are set, buyer can confirm his order and the initial smart contract is formed. Sellers will
transmit their order indicating
✓ The digital asset they want to sell
✓ The amount
✓ How they want to withdraw (stable coin, cash, or Bank deposit)
✓ The preferred partner (partners and affiliates list will be presented to the customer based on the location
where the transaction needs to be performed, the amount (partners will have limitation based on the
deposit) and the payment method chosen
When confirmed, a smart contract will be formed and an email/SMS will be generated and sent to both the customer and the
chosen partner/affiliate.
❖ Checkout smart contract

The checkout smart contract is formed when the partner accepts the order generated by the customer.
In case the partner/affiliate rejects the order or do not reply on time, the order goes to the next available partner.
When accepted the partner/affiliate will then perform the task assigned to him whether he needs to make a bank transfer,
deposit money in a Bank account or give cash to the customer.
The performance of the action by the partner will close the checkout smart contract which confirm that the customer has
received the product requested with the initial smart contract.
NB: all transactions done between digital assets (not including Fiat) will be managed by Goospay system in the swap
integrated DEX.

❖ Closing smart contract

The closing smart contract is formed between the partner and Goospay.
This smart contract is formed when the partner/affiliate sends a proof of finalizing the action required
The affiliate/partner sends this proof via a smart contract and its checked and aligned with the checkout smart contract.
After the closing smart contract, Goospay would allow 48h for disputes. If no dispute after 48h, a bank transfer is made to the
partner for the amount handle including fee (percentage of the fee will be analyzed as the project progress).
This will close the entire transaction.

II. GOOSPAD
GOOS finance is intended to support in community development by offering to the community the possibility to invest in lowcap start-ups.
Statistics show that investing early in any high potential asset, can be a live changer.
GOOSPAD is a multichain incubator empowering the next big things in the blockchain industry.
The goal of GOOSPAD will be making decentralized finance safer and more straight forward while also making it easy for start-ups
to raise funds. At the same time popularize the access to ICO (Initial Coin offering) by making it easy to access for the non-elite crypto
investor.
We will give support to start-ups in business development, operational support, networking, counsel, creative direction,
tokenomics development, and secure escrow lockup. These would give a perfect guide for start-ups through their growth and
development phase, helping start-ups flesh out business and expedite their growth with minimum viable product (MVP).

- The particularity of GOOSPAD will be to open doors of SEED phases to small investors.
Investors would be given various opportunities to invest in verified start-ups of their choice, thereby contributing to the
development of new ideas in the industry.

- Allocation Methodology
To participate to GOOSPAD sales, you will need to fulfil these three conditions as mentioned below
✔

Have your wallet KYC-approved

✔

Hold a minimum of 5.000 GOOS token in your wallet.

✔

Participate in whitelist depending on the Tier.

- 3 types of sales available to the community:
●

SEED Phase

On this phase only investors holding a certain amount of GOOS token will be eligible.
●

Private Sale

Private sales will be available for people with the Guaranty allocation. In case of remaining token during the sale, a first come first serve round will be
opened to the whitelisted holder.
●

Public sale

Public sale will involve every community member holder or non-holder of GOOS Token.
Two tiers will be used here with a 50%/50% allocation
●

Guaranty Tiers allocation for people holding GOOS Token

●

Community basket for any community member: an overflow methodology will be used. Users can subscribe as much as they want to the IDO and
their final allocation will be based on the amount of funds they put in as a percentage of all funds put in by other users at the time the sale ends.
Users will receive any leftover funds when they claim tokens after the sale.

III. GOOSCASH
Wallet: GOOSCASH is the wallet of the ecosystem. the wallet will be a non-custodial wallet offering:

●

Possibility to interact with Dapps

●

Hold any crypto currency

●

Integrated swaps

●

Sending/receiving cryptocurrency to/from friends

IV. GOOSEARN
The DEFI option of GOOS Finance’s ecosystem
∙

Staking possibility

∙

Farming

∙

Borrowing and lending protocol

Our Market
● Total Digital assets
While the prices of digital assets change daily, at the time of this writing, the universe had a market capitalization of $2 trillion. That includes
approximately $680 billion in Bitcoin (BTC, at $36,000), $324 billion in Ether (ETH, at $2,690), and $300 billion in top decentralized finance.
Bitcoin dominance is at 35% of the market cap of all crypto assets, 20% in Ether, leaving 45% of the value in the other 10,000 assets. 75 digital
assets have market capitalizations exceeding $1 billion and approximately 300 have a valuation over $100 million.
● Tokenized assets
It is expected that hard assets such as Real estate and commodities as well as all types of securities and virtual assets will continue to get tokenized
and become easily tradable for fraction of current costs. Assets that are currently being tokenized includes: securities, commodities (gold, oil), Real
estate, gaming and virtual reality assets and loyalty reward points.
● Cryptocurrencies
Currently hold the biggest share of all digital assets available today. They are expected to continue their growth and reach over 2 trillion dollars by 2025

The total cryptocurrency market capitalization peaked at $2.6 trillion on May 7, 2021 and is expected to more than quadruple by 2025 as a result of
blockchain integration into various industries.

Our Market
● Key facts
The target customer for GOOS Finance includes any person desires to interact with cryptocurrencies. The cryptocurrency market is growing fast,
adoption is happening across all demographics and some of the fastest in among the youngest (under 18). The growth is phenomenal, but the
innovation and sophistication are equally stellar. The tools available to this market have historically only been for the very few and privileged, but are
now available for ordinary people, globally, 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

101 million crypto users worldwide
56% of crypto investors never use their tokens to pay for goods or services
Almost 20% of cryptocurrency users younger than 18
30% of crypto investors are between 25 and 34
More than half of crypto investors have higher education (BS, MS, PhD)
Millennials Trust Bitcoin
Almost 20% of crypto investors hold $100,000 worth of BTC or more
2021 survey of over 60,000 users worldwide shows 97% confidence in cryptocurrencies
Users see themselves as investors
90% of crypto users are men
Most crypto investors are Holders

Our clients
Representing a broad swath of society, our clients include anyone who want to buy, sell, or hold cryptocurrencies. Going from a shopkeeper that has $10 to
purchase a digital asset to successful crypto business with more than $100m in assets to a traditional institution looking to withdraw some FIAT from their
cryptocurrencies.
In developing countries small investors usually don’t have credit card or Bank accounts, so it is difficult for them to buy or sell
cryptocurrencies as they constantly have or need cash.
●

Primary customers

Our main customers will be anyone willing to transform his cash into cryptocurrency. Or anyone with a cryptocurrency willing to withdraw fiat in cash.

Our GOOSPAY will be an interface where accepted digital assets can be bought from cash whether by depositing the cash in our branch or directly in our
bank account. Or sending to our accounts using local easy money transfer such as (Orange Money, MTN money…. etc). at the same time our customers will
be also able to withdraw Fiat cash from their digital assets.
●

Cryptocurrency Investors

Bitcoin and the rising number of other cryptocurrencies have attracted millions of investors throughout 2021. And mass adoption is not yet to be stopped.
To contribute to this mass adoption our product will focus on offering to smaller investors the possibility to participate in private sales and initial coin
offering.
At the same time our solution will focus on smaller investors willing to earn some small profit via staking or farming options.
GOOS Finance will also create the solution to help people share their digital assets with their friends via the option of sending or receiving.

Customer Acquisition
Blockchain’s mainstream moment will come, not when people understand how it works, but why they need it. GOOS offers to unbanked people the
possibility to integrate the financial revolution.
Not only will GOOS recruit customers from existing Crypto holders in developing countries, but we will also take an active role in acquiring new
players to the crypto/blockchain ecosystem by giving them the easiest way to convert cash to cryptocurrency and vice versa.

The new paradigm of global interconnectedness requires new marketing strategies, which will attract and retain loyal customers from around the world.
Nurturing a strong community and mutually beneficial strategic partnerships are two of the main objectives that will support GOOS Finance growth and
success.
●

Airdrops campaigns

In order to expand and nurture GOOS Finance’s community, we will execute multiple Airdrop campaigns. The participants in the GOOS Finance’s
Airdrop campaigns will be able to receive free GOOS tokens that will allow them to benefit from our ecosystem growth. To participate in GOOS
Finance Airdrop campaigns, people will be required to fulfil predefined conditions that will be described and distributed via multiple communication
channels. Upon successful campaign completion and meeting the predefined requirements, the participants will receive their free GOOS tokens in
their shared wallet, which they can trade on Token Generation Event (TGE).
∙

Referral and affiliate programs

GOOS clients and supporters can participate in special referral programs that reward their efforts to attract new clients and expand the GOOS Finance’s
community. The program ensures that supporters who refer new clients to GOOS Finance will receive a portion of the total amount of Tokens.

●

Strategic partnerships

Operating in the constantly evolving cryptocurrency/blockchain ecosystem requires engagement in strategic partnerships that support the overall
development of the community and GOOS Finance’s business model. GOOS solution is inerrant to partnership as the growth will depend on how many
DEFI Dapps will integrate GOOS Finance’s payment solution.
We have already partnered with other crypto/blockchain platforms that will include GOOSPAY as a payment solution for their customers. In addition, we
will be partnering with centralized exchanges to have our token listed on their trading platforms and provide these exchanges access to our API. We will
continue this approach to benefit from easy access to large user and customer bases.
●

Influencer & Content Marketing

We will use both Influencer and Content Marketing to first create attention about the Private Sale, build the community, and acquire further
customers.
Our Influencer Marketing approach will cover both the use of Crypto Influencers as well as ensuring Crypto Thought leaders & Celebrity Endorsements.
This includes sponsorships of podcasts & YouTube channels and cooperation’s with Twitter, YouTube, and Tok-tok influencers. In addition, we will
further down the line focus on influencers with personal finances that operate outside the crypto sphere.
Our Content Marketing will equally be focused on both the specialized Crypto Media as well as the mainstream press. It will also drive traffic through
SEO linking to our own domain ensuring that we attract the customers actively searching alternative payment methods.

Tokenomics
One of the keys of the initial GOOS token distribution is that it is designed to put 50% of the supply in the investor’s hands. This will allow a wide
distribution between lots of investors that will be able to vote key decisions on the GOOS DAO.
Another important budget is liquidity, that combined with amount raised in private sale 2 (ILO) to bring a healthy liquidity pool.
Team and advisor budget is thought to last several years, the plan is to have it properly vested to incentive the team and the advisors this can be
checked below on the vesting schedule.
Marketing and airdrop budgets will allow to bring new customers and new investors to the innovative GOOS ecosystem.
Finally, this is just a starting point, the tokenomics will draw a new scenario over years where we will have a good burn budget wallet, a healthy staking
rewards wallet and a nice DAO treasury for long term success.
●

Initial Token distribution

The total supply of GOOS token is 1billion, of which 10% is used as Ecosystem fund for team operation, legal, technical research, and development,
etc. This section will be unlocked 1 month after the project launches and the unlocking lasts for 24 months by the smart contract. 32% will be sold to the
community in different phases (SEED, Strategic sale, Private sale 1 and 2), 12% is used for marketing and brand building. 14% will be given to the
founder with 3 years locked. The remaining 32% are used for liquidity mining and treasury.

Max. Supply
Initial circulation Supply
Initial Market cap

1,000,000,000
36.000.000
$450,000

Token distribution

Vesting Schedule
Holders

Lockup/Release plan

Preseed

5% at TGE Locked 3 months then monthly vesting for 2 Years

SEED

5% at TGE Locked 3 months then monthly vesting for 2 Years

Strategic Sale

5% at TGE Locked 3 months then monthly vesting for 2 Years

Private sale 1

5% at TGE Locked 3 months then monthly vesting for 1 Years

Private Sale 2 (ILO)

10% at TGE Locked 3 months then monthly vesting for 1 Year

Public Sale

20% at TGE Locked 2 months then monthly vesting for 6 months

Founder

Loocked for 3 Years. Then Yearly vesting for 5 years

Advisors

Loocked for 1 Year. Then monthly vesting for 2 Years

Ecosystem/Incentives

Locked 1 month then monthly vesting for 3 Years

Tresory Reserve

Locked 3 Years. Release based on need

Partnership

Locked for 1 Year. Then monthly vesting for 2 Years

Team

Locked 2 Year then Yearly Vesting for 3 Years

Liquidity

20% Liquity at TGE. The rest based on listing on DEX and CEX

Airdrops

Locked 1 month then 20% release every 2 months. 5 airdrops in total

Marketing

Locked 1 month then 20% release and 80% Yearly vesting for 5 Years

LP/Staking Reward

Locked 6 months then 5% release. Then quarterly Halving

●

Token utility

GOOS is the utility Token which fuel the entire Goos Finance ecosystem. The token is design to be a multi-purpose token with various use-cases:

○
○
○

Partnership deposit: to be GOOSPAY partners, one will need to have a locked deposit of GOOS. The amount to be locked will depend on
the volume of transactions done weekly.
Participation on the Launchpad’s sales: GOOS holders will have the privilege to participate on private and public sales of
GOOSPAD.

○

Incentivization: GOOS holders will have the possibility to stake or provide Liquidy (LP) and will be incentivize for their
participation to the ecosystem stability.
Fee Reduction: reduction will be given to customers willing to pay the fee in GOOS token indeed of other cryptocurrencies.

○

Protocol Governance: GOOS holders will be able to vote for company changes as part of the DAO implementation.

●

Token Burning mechanism

The objective of GOOS Token is not only to last over time, but also to absorb value over the years. For this reason, a token burn-up model has been
developed from the transactions and revenues of the company to ensure a deflationary model.
To this end, not only is the token NOT used for equity financing (the treasury stock will only be used as an emergency reserve and price control in the
event of sharp price rises and falls and will never be used as a source of equity financing), but part of the revenues, transactions and unused tokens will
be burned to reduce the current supply.
For this purpose, we have created a burn strategy through 4 different ways during the first 120 months starting from the 3 rd month after
TGE:
○

50% of the unstaking fees of the staking contract will be burned. The other 50% will be distributed to the liquidy provider and staking pools.

○

10% of GOOS token purchases and sells fee will be used to buy back the token from the market and burn.

○

5% of the Launchpad benefit will be used to buy back and burn GOOS Token. 5% will be used to incentivize staking pool and LP.

○

A significant portion of incentive tokens not delivered to community will be burned. The rest will be kept in a wallet for
post-farming after 70 months or it will be decided to burn them.

Roadmap
Q2 2022
Concept Development

Q3 2022

Q1 2023

Q2 2023

Project incubation

CEX Listing ongoing

Private and public sales on

Team Formation Market

Community expansion

GOOSPAY Launch V1

GOOSPAD

Analysis White paper

Private sale 1 Smart

Partnership

Ongoing marketing and

Pre-seed sale Seed sale

contract Strategic

GOOSFOUND Launch

community expansion

partnership

Dapps Audit

Q4 2023

Q1 2024

In-wallet AMM DEX

DAO Governance

development and Testing

AMM live

Dapps interaction with the

In-wallet staking live

wallet

GOOS lending and borrowing
protocol development

Website launch
Social media launch
Community Development
Strategic Sale

Q3 2023
GOOS Wallet launch
Marketing
Send/receive function
integrated in Gooscash
Wallet

Limitations
“The only function of economic forecasting is to make astrology look respectable.”
― John Kenneth Galbraith (economist, bestselling author)
It is important to note that the blockchain and cryptocurrency space is still very new. There is very little historical data, past performance results, or
academic research on the topic of cryptocurrencies when compared to the historical data available for standard stocks and equities, let alone the lack of
data available for tokenization, economics, and long-term valuations of these digital assets. Stocks (equity) have been around since the early 1600s, and
it is only in the past 100 years that we have begun to have more comprehensive and widely accepted valuation models. However, they are still subject to
bias and interpretation and suffer from their inputs’ quality. On the other hand, Cryptocurrencies have been around since 2008, with a broader recognition
around 2016 and an explosion in the number of tokens in 2017. As such, it is way too early to evaluate or comment on the performance, monetary policy,
and models behind any of them. As a result, we prefer to rely on sound economic principles backed by data and reasonable assumptions.

Furthermore, any financial projections should generally be treated as a target rather than a prediction. Their purpose is to ensure that the project has
sensible and achievable goals, and upon reaching those goals, the rest of the numbers would add up and make sense. On the other hand, they cannot
predict the future nor account for all possible variables and scenarios with any reasonable degree of certainty.
The overall goal of this document is to provide a framework that can be used to evaluate the underlying economic principles behind a blockchain project,
and upon doing so, we can compare the project to other similar ones in the market to try to determine the likelihood of the success of MELD.
Finally, it is important to note that this is an early draft and is meant to be a living document to be updated as we learn more about the space and as it
evolves. We are open to suggestions, corrections, and constructive criticisms and feedback.

